












“Exquisite visual acumen ... conjures a timeless hamlet devoid of modern appurtenances, the kind of enchanted place where miracles - like breaking 

the shackles of paralyzing despair - can happen.” --- The New York Times
                                   

“Thrilling ... compelling ... a major work by an exciting new talent.” --- The Village Voice
                                   

“... A strange brew: stark yet beautiful, urgent yet dreamlike ... the strikingly shot The Vessel is one mind-trip worth taking.” --- Los Angeles Times
                                

“Simple and yet elliptical, the film is a redemptive work that neither condescends nor patronizes ... “Simple and yet elliptical, the film is a redemptive work that neither condescends nor patronizes ... The Vessel speaks eloquently. It’s a testament to 

the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things unseen.” --- The Austin Chronicle
                        

“How the film progresses and how the plot unfolds is a divine and spiritual pleasure ... its ultimate message, is as powerfully felt and gorgeously 

realized as anything one may see on screen this year.” --- The Film Stage

“... A rather timeless story of despair, faith and rebirth in a manner smart enough intellectually and with frequent eye-popping visuals that make the “... A rather timeless story of despair, faith and rebirth in a manner smart enough intellectually and with frequent eye-popping visuals that make the 

trip worthwhile ... Quintana and his cinematographer (Santiago Benet Mari) ... conspire to make this one of the most visually splendid films in a 

long while.” --- TrustMovies

“Bravo to director Julio Quintana for assembling a masterful piece of work.” --- Reel News Daily

“This is a gentle, poetic, touching film, itself a vessel with a message of hope. It does not pretend to answer the question of why bad things happen 

to good people, but it reminds us that when they do, there are other good people paying attention.” --- Beliefnet
                                                                

“The only way out is through ... that’s good wisdom and it’s reflected in the movie The Vessel ... Maybe God is like a mother who wears a pink dress 

– pointing us to a more colorful world.” --- Patheos

“The Vessel is a very sacramental movie reminiscent of the golden age of artistic movies from filmmakers as diverse as Fellini and Bergman. It is 

very lyrical and very compelling - and entertaining.” --- Movieguide

“The Vessel is sober and thought-provoking, lyrical and beautiful. The issues it raises are timeless and universal.” --- The Stream

“The sea is a place of beauty, wonder, awe, romance, and danger.  It gives life.  And takes it.  “The sea is a place of beauty, wonder, awe, romance, and danger.  It gives life.  And takes it.  The Vessel leads movie goers on a journey into all of 

these mysteries.  It looks starkly at grief.  Takes you right to the depths of it.  But doesn’t leave you there.” --- Christopher West, Best-selling 

author and lecturer on Pope John Paul II’s Theology of the Body
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